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Centuria Multi-Manager
Investment Option
Unit-linked: Australian Shares Fund Factsheet

The Fund’s objective is to provide investors with capital growth over
the long term (7-10 years) through exposure to a diversified portfolio
of Australian shares.
Performance Graph

Investment Strategy
To primarily invest in a diversified portfolio of Australian shares
either directly or through unit trusts.

Fund Size
$19.4 million (inception date 26/02/2014)

Performance
The performance of your bond is measured after taxes and
fees within this tax paid bond. The performance figures below
are as at 30 September 2021.

Returns to 30/9/2021

1 mth

6 mth
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A $10,000 investment in Centuria Australian Shares Fund made on 30 June
2016 is worth $14,145 as of 30 September 2021 after all fees and taxes paid

Net Returns (%)

-0.34

11.59

23.21

7.53

7.18

within the Investment Option.

Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.

Key Features

* Periods greater than 1 year are expressed in annualised terms.

APIR Code

Asset Allocation

Minimum Initial Investment
Min %

Max %

Actual %

70

100

95.11

0

30

4.89

Equities
Cash

Top 5 Holdings

Minimum Additional Investment
Minimum Additional Investment Plan

OVS0010AU
$500
$500 for a one-off
additional payment
Minimum monthly
deposit of $100

Minimum Switching Amount

$500

Minimum Balance

$500

1

Betashares Australia 200 ETF

30.24%

Contribution Fee

2

Smallco Broadcap Fund (SBF)

15.23%

Annual Management Fee

3

ELLERSTON AUSTRALIAN MICROCAP FUND

13.69%

Suggested Timeframe

4

BENNELONG CONC AUS EQT FD

12.82%

5

Greencape Broadcap Fund

12.70%

Nil
Net 1.2% p.a.
7-10 years

For more information contact Centuria on 1300 50 50 50 or visit
centuria.com.au/investment-bonds/ to download the PDS. Simple Flexible Versatile.

Fund Commentary
The Australian equity market advanced marginally slightly over
the quarter outperforming most of regional indices and global
peers despite a reasonably solid corporate earnings season.
The modest rally was seen during July and August and then
retreated in September. The ASX 300 Accumulation index
returned 30.86% and 1.79% for the rolling twelve months and
Q3 respectively.

driven by strong performance in the strong stock selections
of the underlying managers which performed strongly in the 3
months up to September 2021.
The Bennelong Concentrated Equity fund returned 8.88% and
40.04% for the September quarter and rolling 1-year period
respectively. The fund outperformed it’s ASX300 benchmark
by +9.18% for the rolling 1-year period.

Despite the gains, most major equity markets have either fallen
or flatlined as investors digest a mish-mash of data that’s given
rise to more questions than answers over the health of the
global recovery, the surge in inflation across global economies,
ongoing disruptions from the delta variant and the potential
consequences of the Evergrande imbroglio in China.

Smallco BroadCap (SBF) returned 8.6% for the September
quarter and 40.8% for rolling 12-month period respectively. The
Fund’s strong performance was underpinned by the significant
underperformance by Iron Ore miners which provided a
benefit for the fund, relative to benchmark, given its style to
significantly underweight resources companies in general.

At a sector level, energy-led gains, buoyed by strong oil prices.

Smallco Investment Fund (SIF) delivered 11.2% and 30.2% for the
September quarter and rolling 12-month period respectively.

The information technology (IT) sector also advanced, aided by
strong results. Conversely, weakness in commodity prices amid
concerns over a slowdown in demand from China undermined
miners, notably iron ore players.

The strong performance from the fund’s holdings exposed to
economic reopening such as IDP Education and Webjet.
The Ellerston Microcap Fund returned 15.33% and 43.23% for the
September quarter and trailing twelve months respectively. Strong
performers for the fund were Atomo Diagnostics (AT1) which
performed strongly in September up 54.53% and Universal Store
Holdings (UNI) up 6.71% for September, both of which benefit from
a post lockdown environment.

Despite Australian and global economies re-opening, there
are some notable headwinds. The rise in global energy prices
have accelerated. In the past year, thermal coal has nearly
quadrupled, oil has almost doubled, and Asian LNG spot prices
are seven times higher.
In addition, inflation seems to be increasingly catching the
notice of global central banks and to us seems to be a genuine
risk.
While some of that inflation pressure we’re presently seeing
around the world is linked to the unexpectedly strong demand
recovery and resulting supply bottlenecks, inflation appears
to have become more entrenched and seems to be affecting
more long lasting factors such as housing rents and wages.
All eyes will be on the Reserve Bank of Australia (RBA) and
their decision on the whether they keep the official cash rate at
0.10% for the majority of the 2021 financial year or respond to
the risks of inflation and the continued run property prices.The
Centuria Australian Share Fund returned 4.02% (after tax) for Q3
and 23.21% for the trailing twelve months. These returns were
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This fact sheet provides general information only, and does not take account of any person’s individual objectives, financial situation or needs. You should consider the
product disclosure statement before any investment decision is made. We recommend that you speak with a licensed financial adviser. Issued by Centuria Life Limited
(CLL) AFSL 230867 ABN 79 087 649 054. CLL believes that the information contained in this fact sheet is accurate, but makes no representation as to its accuracy or
completeness. To the maximum extent permitted by law CLL excludes liability for any loss or damage arising from use of the information contained in this fact sheet.
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